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every community worthy of its opportunity the daily press
IN"fills, with greater or less efficiency, its valuable function. No
longer is it a question of the daily paper finding a place but rather
that of filling it.

With the changed circumstances of our national life, however,
there has come the struggle for the weekly newspaper that form of
journalistic expression that up to two decades ago was the most

factor in the intellectual life of the republic, for its voice
was authoritative and formulative in the realm of political and econ-

omic thought for millions.
It would be trite o point to the factors inventional and educa-

tional that have left the mass of weeklies simply organs of publicity
for ever shrinking neighborhoods, but so swiftly have the new con-

ditions moved to affect the weekly journal that there are many voices
tuned to join in a "Dead March," believing that the day of the weekly
is past.

That is an error based on the neglect of the all important factor.
Never were the great national weeklies so important or influential,
or so prosperous, as now. Throughout America there are local
weeklies, such as Rcedy's Mirror and The Graphic among which not-

able company is Goodwin's that have demonstrated their worth and

that are filling a place of importance in giving utterance to opinions
independent upon matters vital, both local and national.

A community as cosmopolitan as Salt Lake City needs and has
been fortunate in having a real weekly. The city has had a unique
and remarkable one in the journal founded and so long maintained by
Judge Goodwin. In all these foregoing cases the proof is furnished
that brains and a loyalty to the historic ethics of the American weekly
will make a place and a success.

When Judge Goodwin founded the weekly it was a matter alike
for delight and congratulation. His wonderful mind, his limpid and
brilliant style, his grip on the fundamentals in the nation's political,
financial, economic and cultural life, and his rich and wide experience
that had made him the familiar of the giant souls of the West, its
dreamers, its creators these were all factors that fitted him" to make
notable the Weekly bearing his name.

Drie" questions wlielheTlnliir'tlie''VestTliere may be found the
journalistic values of brilliance, illumination and reverie to equal those
which this wonderful old man has given to his readers.

Trenchant but tender, learned but luminous, satirical but senti-

mental, interesting, humorous, fiercely and purely American in ideal
and utterance, it has been from its founding a great weekly.

One learned with a pang that the incomparable Judge Goodwin
was laying from his thin and trembling fingers the pen wont to be
uipped Li the golden bowl where the gods mingled wit and wisdom

for the use of the few who know the Divine Arcana of vision and ex- - 1
pression. The West has only one Judge Goodwin. He is sui generis. il'Twere folly to expect one to even feebly copy him. None but the tlboor craves watered wine. H

It is a pleasure, however, to those who have found joy in his work flto see the ideals he set honored by those fortunate enough to succeed jlhim. It has been a delight to note that in literary form, in independ- -

ence of spirit, in breadth of charity and in that courageous fairness,
so necessary to the maintenance of such a journal, so high a mark has M
been set under the new management. 11

The new day is here in the commonwealth and some of the old H

problems Time solves with ruthless logic. Still will stand the need B
for that spirit which has marked Goodwin's in the past. Civic in-- aH
equities, programs of state policy, matters of interest lying beyond gH
the purview or the utterance of the daily journal, will rise for opinion
and discussion. Bladders and bubbles will remain to be pricked or H
kicked, and best of all there will abide the opportunity to convey in
English, that may be as important in its literary form as the message 11
it frames to speak, ideas formative and corrective. 11

One is very sure that the great mind whose wealth in rich store S
has been given since its founding, must look with satisfaction upon 1H
the effort to continue Goodwin's upon such a plane; and the humble I'H
congratulation of one who has enjoyed its pages from the beginning is KH
extended to those who are so finely carrying on the service the HI
Weekly has given, since its founding, to the community. fl'fl

Our Anniversary I H
is a pleasure to mark another milestone in the career of the HITWeekly its 16th anniversary and we observe the event by IIpresenting this special edition to our readers. This paper was es- - p H

tablished on the premise that the community afforded a legitimate I
field for the fearless and untrammeled discussion of matters of public P H
moment and experience has vindicated this assumption. The inde- - 'H
pendent policy observed throughout these years has made a strong
appeal to the reading public ; the characteristic fearlessness and fair- - H
ness of its attitude have found constantly increasing favor with citi- -

zens of every class and creed ; and so it is that the Weekly has climbed H
high in the estimation of thinking people and is now universally re- -

garded an important factor for the promotion of the public good.

In the discussion of issues and individuals, mistakes have been
made in the past and undoubtedly will be made in the future. We
most certainly claim no exemption to the rule of human fallibility.
But we would have it understood that such errors come from the
head and not from the heart. And, profiting by the experience of ,1
others, we here and now rededicate the policy of the Weekly to its M

earliest ideals and pledge it to hold a rigorous regard for the individual 1

rights and privileges of all persons whoih we may feel called upon to
criticise in a public capacity. Our policy placed upon such high plane, I
we hope to continue to enjoy the wholesome respect of our readers A
and to gain in friends as we grow older in years. And so we enter M

our sixteenth year confident that our honorable endeavor will meet L ill
with the support that is necessary to success. I m
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